Abstract Performing any behavior requires perceiving 
is available to be detected at a point of observation that a (Turvey, 1992 (Turvey, , 2002 
157
Procedure At the beginning of the experiment, a leashed ca-158 nine was brought into the experimental room by the trainer or 159 owner and prompted to sit or stand in front of the wall-160 mounted apparatus. On the initial familiarization trial of the 161 experiment, a food treat (chopped hot dogs, Great Value, Wal-1 Although the ecological approach to perception-action proposes that optical information that supports perception of a given affordance is available to be detected at a point of observation (in this case, the eye height of the dog, cf.
Q1
Mark, 1987), our analyses are with respect to the shoulder height of the dog because, to a large degree, this height constrains the maximum heights that can be reached with the head only and by rearing. Hence, evaluating our hypothesis that the height at which individual canines chose to transition from one means of reaching to another will be action scaled requires coding choices with respect to these anthropometric variables (cf. Carello et al., 1989; Rosenblum et al., 1996 Q2 ).
Mart brand), was placed into the cup that was adjusted to be at The minimum height at which rearing occurred as deter- 
the rearing boundary was determined for a given animal, the 
227
The preceding analyses established that the boundary be-228 tween food treats that are perceived to be reachable with a 229 head-only reach and those that are perceived to be reachable
230
by rearing occurs at taller heights for tall than for short dogs.
231
Demonstrating action scaling additionally requires establish-
232
ing that this boundary occurs at the same ratio of treat-height-
233
to-shoulder-height for tall and for short dogs. The subsequent 234 set of analyses investigated whether this was, in fact, the case. The results showed that canine perception of affordances 266 for reaching is action scaled. In particular, the boundary be- between the reaching behaviors used by these species may 2 Rearing by canines may, perhaps, be more analogous to a human reaching from one foot or while standing on tip toes. Importantly, human perception of affordances for reaching under such circumstances also scales to action capabilities (see Fisher, 2000 ; Wagman, 2012). task-specific stimulation patterns that is invariant across 347 species.
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As described in the introduction, over the last few de- Moreover, in large part, scientific psychology is the science of 
